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death (and first published in James Curtis's biography of the director), Whale's death was shrouded in mystery for many years Christopher Bram's
excellent novel Father of Frankenstein (1995) offers a fictional account of Whale's final
On the Death of James Whale Revisited Robert S. Griffin I ...
than that, of a 1998 biography of Whale by James Curtis, James Whale: A New World of Gods and Monsters (Faber and Faber, 1998) Incidentally, the
subtitle of the Curtis book is the most memorable line from “Bride of Frankenstein,” considered by most critics …
JANUARY 30, 2001 (III:3)
From James Curtis, James Whale: A New World of Gods and Monsters, Faber & Faber, 1998: For The Bride of Frankenstein Karloff again submitted
to the torturous routine of becoming the Monster, a four-hour makeup job made somewhat more bearab le by a rubber headpiece Jack Pierce
fashioned to replace the buildup of
WHALES - THEIR FUTURE IS OUR FUTURE
the importance of ‘whale falls’ Whale carcasses provide a unique habitat for deep sea species, many of which are only found on these ‘whale falls’;
they also provide important information on the role of dead whales in the ecosystem which can only be obtained through whale falls and stranded
animals (Smith and Baco, 2003)
Frankenstein (1931) Directed by James Whale
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Universal Pictures directed by James Whale and adapted from the play by Peggy Webling, which in turn is loosely based on the novel of the same
name by Mary Shelley The ﬁlm stars Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, John Boles and Boris Karloff and features Dwight Frye and Edward Van Sloan
Frankenstein and The Bride of Frankenstein
that anyone would dispute director James Whale’s sta-tus as “auteur” and an inimitable stylist whose signa-ture is all over “Frankenstein”’s decor,
staging, lighting, composition, editing, and characterizations ut there is a sense in which this milestone of the hor-ror genre and indelible fixture in
Western culture unJAMES WHALE, COLIN CLIVE, LIONEL ATWILL, AND THE …
by James Whale him-self—whom we both see and hear The late, great film historian William K Everson hailed One More River in 1975 as “James
Whale’s masterpiece”—whether it truly is has long been tough to determine A faded, ghostly-looking print played cable TV in the early 1980s The
movie then virtually disappeared, now and
of New York
whale species found off New York’s waters Finback Whale (Balaenoptera physalus) Finbacks, or fin whales, live in all the world’s oceans, but prefer
those of higher latitudes and cold currents They are some of the largest baleen whales to visit New York’s waters (second only to blues), and can
reach approximately 70 feet in
On the Death of James Whale Robert S. Griffin
On the Death of James Whale Robert S Griffin wwwrobertsgriffincom British-born film and stage director James Whale lived most of his adult life in
southern California He is best known for directing the sophisticated and morbidly humorous horror classics “Frankenstein” and “Bride of …
W O R K S C I T E D - University of California, Santa Cruz
W O R K S C I T E D The New York Times reviewer praised James Whale’s direction Gabriel, Teshome H “Towards a Critical Theory of Third World
Films” In Questions of Third Cinema Ed Jim Pines and Paul Willeman London: British Film Institute, 1989 30-52
Frankenstein (1931) Director: James Whale
Frankenstein (1931) Director: James Whale Grave-robbing scene occurs near the Bavarian mountain village of Goldstadt, Transylvania Crouched in
the background from behind the cemetery fence, medical scientist Dr Henry Frankenstein (Colin Clive) and his hunchbacked assistant Fritz (Dwight
Frye) eagerly watch the proceedings
THE MORGAN CELEBRATES THE TWO-HUNDREDTH …
New York, NY, September 6, 2018— A classic of world literature, a masterpiece of horror, and a forerunner of science fiction, Frankenstein by Mary
Shelley is the subject of a new exhibition at the Morgan Organized in collaboration with the New York Public Library, It’s Alive! Frankenstein at 200
traces the origins and impact of the novel whose
“TRULY THE MOST BEAUTIFUL TECHNICOLOR FILM EVER …
others, while re-mixing the sound, recording a new, re-orchestrated version of Alain Romans’ score, and adding the final color shot of the stamp In
1978 he shot and cut in new footage on the beach This brand new restoration, working from the much-spliced camera negative and final track, now
allows viewing of Tati’s definitive vision
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